Turn Your Meetings
Into InspiredMeetings
In one of the most beautiful locations in Xian,
Sofitel creates a unique venue to stage fruitful
meetings and events with its famous “art de recevoir”.

Sofitel Xian on Renmin Square
Right in the heart of the walled city
of Xian, Renmin Square stands as
another magnificent monument to
Xian’s glorious past. Within the
compound of beautifully landscaped
gardens, Sofitel Xian integrates the
best of modern living within the
ambiance of historical treasures.
Together with its sister hotels Pullman and Mercure, the Renmin
Square boasts a total of 900 hotel
rooms.
Rooms with a wealth of details
to complement the meeting
experience
The 178 spacious guestrooms
equipped with ultra-modern
conveniences – the exclusive Sofitel’s
MYBED, rainforest shower, wireless
Internet access and 3G technology –
all well placed amidst plush interiors.
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